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_____________________________________________________________
Amendment 1
Proposal for a directive
Recital 1
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(1) The Union has set itself the objective
of offering its citizens an area of freedom,
security and justice without internal
frontiers, in which the free movement of
persons is ensured in conjunction with
appropriate measures with respect to the
prevention and combating of crime.

(1) The Union has set itself the objective
of offering its citizens an area of freedom,
security and justice without internal
frontiers, in which the free movement of
persons is ensured in conjunction with
appropriate measures with respect to the
prevention and combating of crime, and
providing internal security.

Amendment 2
Proposal for a directive
Recital 4
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(4) The ECRIS legal framework,
however, does not sufficiently cover the
particularities of requests concerning third

(4) The existing ECRIS legal
framework, however, does not sufficiently
address the particularities of requests
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country nationals. Although it is now
possible to exchange information on third
country nationals through ECRIS, there is
no procedure or mechanism in place to do
so efficiently.

concerning third country nationals.
Although it is already possible to exchange
information on third country nationals
through ECRIS, there is no common
European procedure or mechanism in
place to do so efficiently.

Amendment 3
Proposal for a directive
Recital 6
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(6) Such blanket requests impose an
administrative burden on all Member
States, including those not holding
information on the particular third country
national. In practice, this negative effect
deters Member States from requesting
information on third country nationals and
leads to Member States limiting the
criminal record information on
information stored in their national
register.

(6) Such blanket requests impose a
disproportionate administrative burden on
all Member States, including those not
holding information on the particular third
country national. In practice, this negative
effect deters Member States from
requesting information on third country
nationals from other Member States,
which seriously hinders its exchange
between Member States, limiting the
criminal record information stored in their
national register. As a consequence, the
risk of information exchange between
Member States being inefficient and
incomplete is increased, which in turn
affects the level of security and safety
provided to citizens and persons residing
within the Union.

Amendment 4
Proposal for a directive
Recital 7
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(7) The exchange of information on
criminal convictions is important in any
strategy to combat crime and counter
terrorism. It would contribute to the
criminal justice response to radicalisation
leading to terrorism and violent

(7) The exchange of information on
criminal convictions is important in any
strategy to combat crime and counter
terrorism and to ensure security within the
Union. If Member States used ECRIS to
its full potential, it would bolster the
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extremism if Member States used ECRIS
to its full potential.

criminal justice response of Member
States to the radicalisation that leads to
acts of terrorism and violent extremism,
increase the protection offered to
vulnerable persons, and help counter the
persistent and serious effects of crossborder organised criminal networks.

Amendment 5
Proposal for a directive
Recital 8
Text proposed by the Commission
(8) The recent terrorist attacks
demonstrated in particular the urgency of
enhancing relevant information sharing,
notably as regards the extension of
ECRIS to third country nationals.

Amendment
deleted

Amendment 6
Proposal for a directive
Recital 8 a (new)
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment
(8a) In order to increase the utility of
information on convictions and
disqualifications arising from convictions
for sexual offences against children,
Directive 2011/93/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council1a
established the obligation for Member
States to take the necessary measures to
ensure that when recruiting a person to a
role involving direct and regular contact
with children, employers are entitled to
request information about that person's
criminal convictions or any
disqualifications arising from those
convictions. Member States should
endeavour to provide similar safeguards
with regard to persons who intend to work
with disabled or elderly persons. The aim
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is to ensure that a person convicted of a
sexual or violent offence against a child
or vulnerable person can no longer
conceal this conviction or disqualification
with a view to carrying out such work in
another Member State.
____________
1a

Directive 2011/93/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 13
December 2011 on combating the sexual
abuse and sexual exploitation of children
and child pornography, and replacing
Council Framework Decision
2004/68/JHA (OJ L 335, 17.12.2011, p.
1).
Justification
The rapporteur believes that the scope for background checks should be extended beyond just
those persons working with children, but also include those individuals working with
vulnerable persons, including those with disabilities, and those working more generally in the
healthcare and education sectors.
Amendment 7
Proposal for a directive
Recital 9
Text proposed by the Commission
(9) As a result, a system should be
established by which the central authority
of a Member State finds out quickly and
efficiently in which other Member State
criminal record information on a third
country national is stored so that the
existing ECRIS framework can then be
used.

Amendment
(9) As a result, a system should be
established by which the central authority
of a Member State finds out promptly and
efficiently which other Member State holds
criminal record information on a third
country national.

Amendment 8
Proposal for a directive
Recital 10
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(10) The obligations of Member States as
regards convictions of third country

(10) The obligations of Member States as
regards convictions of third country
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nationals should also include fingerprints
to secure identification. This obligation
includes to store information, including
fingerprints, to reply to requests on
information from other central authorities,
to ensure that a criminal record extract
requested by a third country national is
supplemented as appropriate with
information from other Member States, and
to make the technical changes to apply
state-of-the-art technologies necessary to
make the information exchange system
work.

nationals should also include fingerprints
when this is necessary to secure
identification. This obligation includes to
store information, including fingerprints, to
reply to requests on information from other
central authorities, to ensure that a criminal
record extract requested by a third country
national is supplemented as appropriate
with information from other Member
States, and to make the technical changes
to apply state-of-the-art technologies
necessary to make the information
exchange system work.

Amendment 9
Proposal for a directive
Recital 11
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(11) In order to compensate the lack of a
single Member State where information on
a particular third country national is stored,
decentralised information technology
should enable the central authorities of the
Member States to find out in which other
Member State criminal record information
is stored. For this purpose, each central
authority should distribute to the other
Member States an index-filter which
includes, in an anonymised form, the
identification data of the third country
nationals convicted in its Member State.
The personal data should be rendered
anonymous in such a way that the data
subject is not identifiable. The receiving
Member State may then match these data
with their own information on a ‘hit’/‘no
hit’ basis, thus finding out whether or not
criminal record information is available in
other Member States and, in case of a ‘hit’,
in which Member States. The receiving
Member State should then follow up a ‘hit’
using the ECRIS framework. With respect
to third country nationals who also hold the
nationality of a Member State, the
information included in the index should

(11) In order to compensate the lack of a
centralised Union database where
information on each particular convicted
third country national is stored, a
decentralised information technology
system should enable the central authorities
of the Member States to find out in which
other Member State criminal record
information on this particular third
country national is stored. For this
purpose, each designated central authority
should distribute to the other Member
States an index-filter which includes, in a
pseudonymised form, the identification
data of the third country nationals
convicted in its Member State. The
personal data in the index-filter should be
pseudonymised in such a way that the data
subject is not directly identifiable. The
receiving Member State may then match
these data with their own information on a
‘hit’/‘no hit’ basis, thus finding out
whether or not criminal record information
is available in other Member States and, in
case of a ‘hit’, in which Member States.
The receiving Member State should then
follow up a ‘hit’ using the ECRIS
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be limited to information available as
regards nationals of Member States.

framework. With respect to third country
nationals who also hold the nationality of a
Member State, the information included in
the index-filter should be limited to
information available as regards nationals
of Member States.

Amendment 10
Proposal for a directive
Recital 11 a (new)
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment
(11a)
Where, in the context of
criminal proceedings, a Member State
receives, on the basis of bilateral
agreements compliant with Union law,
information on a conviction relating to
terrorist offences or serious criminal
offences handed down by a judicial
authority in a third country to a third
country national residing on the territory
of the Union, that Member State should
be able to create and transmit to other
Member States an index-filter with this
information, within the limitations of the
bilateral agreements. This exchange of
information should be in full respect, in
particular to the principles of
proportionately, necessity, and the right to
a fair trial in the third country.

Amendment 11
Proposal for a directive
Recital 11 b (new)
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment
(11b)
The Commission should take
all the necessary measures to achieve
interoperability and interconnection of
the common communication
infrastructure of ECRIS with all the other
relevant Union databases for law
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enforcement, border control and judicial
cooperation purposes.

Amendment 12
Proposal for a directive
Recital 12
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(12) Council Framework Decision
2008/977/JHA22 should apply in the
context of computerised exchange of
information extracted from criminal
records of Member States, providing for an
adequate level of data protection when
information is exchanged between Member
States, whilst allowing for Member States
to require higher standards of protection to
national data processing.

(12) Council Framework Decision
2008/977/JHA22 and Directive (EU)
2016/680 of the European Parliament and
of the Council22a 2 must apply in the
context of computerised exchange of
information extracted from criminal
records of Member States, thereby
providing for a high level of data
protection when information is exchanged
between Member States, whilst allowing
for Member States to require even higher
standards of data protection to national
data processing.

____________

____________

22 Council

22 Council

Framework Decision
2008/977/JHA of 27 November 2008 on
the protection of personal data processed in
the framework of police and judicial
cooperation in criminal matters (OJ L 350,
30.12.2008, p. 60).

Framework Decision
2008/977/JHA of 27 November 2008 on
the protection of personal data processed in
the framework of police and judicial
cooperation in criminal matters (OJ L 350,
30.12.2008, p. 60).
22a

Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the
European Parliament and of the Council
of 27 April 2016 on the protection of
natural persons with regard to the
processing of personal data by competent
authorities for the purposes of the
prevention, investigation, detection or
prosecution of criminal offences or the
execution of criminal penalties, and on
the free movement of such data, and
repealing Council Framework Decision
2008/977/JHA (OJ L 119, 4.5.2016, p.
89).
Justification
The Directive should also make the necessary updates in order to reflect the data protection
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rules adopted in recent legislative revisions in the area of law enforcement.

Amendment 13
Proposal for a directive
Recital 15
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(15) This Directive respects the
fundamental rights and freedoms and
observes the principles recognised in
particular by the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union, including
the right to protection of personal data, the
principle of equality before the law and the
general prohibition of discrimination. This
Directive should be implemented in
accordance with these rights and
principles.

(15) This Directive respects the
fundamental rights and freedoms and
observes the principles recognised in
particular by the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union, including
the right to protection of personal data,
including judicial and administrative
redress, the principle of equality before the
law, the right to a fair trial, the
presumption of innocence and the general
prohibition of discrimination. This
Directive should be implemented in
accordance with these rights and principles
and the principles of proportionality and
necessity.

Justification
The provisions to providing information on previous convictions should not prevent an
individual from the right to a fair trial and the presumption of innocence. Therefore, it is
important to reflect upon these values, and reflect other EU legislation in the area of
procedural rights.

Amendment 14
Proposal for a directive
Recital 16
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(16) Since the objective of this Directive,
namely to enable rapid and efficient
exchange of criminal record information on
third country nationals, cannot be
sufficiently achieved by the Member
States, but can rather, by reason of the
necessary synergy and interoperability, be

(16) Since the objective of this Directive,
namely to enable rapid and efficient
exchange of criminal record information on
third country nationals, cannot be
sufficiently achieved by the Member
States, but can rather, by putting in place
common European rules and
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better achieved at Union level, the Union
may adopt measures, in accordance with
the principle of subsidiarity as set out in
Article 5 of the Treaty on European Union.
In accordance with the principle of
proportionality, as set out in that Article,
this Directive does not go beyond what is
necessary to achieve that objective.

interoperable systems, be better achieved
at Union level, the Union may adopt
measures, in accordance with the principle
of subsidiarity as set out in Article 5 of the
Treaty on European Union. In accordance
with the principle of proportionality, as set
out in that Article, this Directive does not
go beyond what is necessary to achieve
that objective.

Amendment 15
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 1
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 1
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(1) Article 1 is replaced by the following:

(1) Article 1 is replaced by the following:

‘Article 1

‘Article 1

Subject Matter

Subject Matter

This Framework Decision

This Framework Decision

(a) defines the ways in which a
convicting Member State shares
information on convictions with other
Member States;

(a) defines the ways and conditions
under which a convicting Member State
shares information on convictions with
other Member States;

(b) defines storage obligations for the
convicting Member State, and specifies the
methods to be followed when replying to a
request for information extracted from
criminal records;

(b) defines storage and privacy
obligations for the convicting Member
State, and specifies the methods to be
followed when replying to a request for
information extracted from criminal
records;
(ba) defines storage obligations for the
Member States of the person’s nationality
and specifies the methods to be followed
when replying to a request for
information extracted from criminal
records;

(c) establishes a decentralised
information technology system for the
exchange of information on convictions
based on the criminal records databases in
each Member State, the European Criminal

(c) establishes a European decentralised
information technology system for the
exchange of information on convictions
based on the criminal records databases in
each Member State, the European Criminal
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Record Information System (ECRIS).";

Record Information System (ECRIS).";

Amendment 16
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 3
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 4 – paragraph 1
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

(3) in Article 4, paragraph 1 is replaced
by the following:

(3) in Article 4, paragraph 1 is replaced
by the following:

"1. Each Member State shall take the
necessary measures to ensure that when
convictions handed down within its
territory are entered into its criminal
records, information on the nationality or
nationalities of the convicted person is
included if the person is a national of
another Member State or a third country
national.";

"1. Each Member State shall take all the
necessary measures to ensure that when
convictions are handed down within its
territory, they are entered into its criminal
records database, and that information on
the nationality or nationalities of the
convicted person is included if the person
is a national of another Member State or a
third country national.";

Amendment 17
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 4
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 4 a – paragraph 1
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

1.
The Member State where a
conviction is handed down against a third
country national shall store the following
information, unless, in exceptional
individual cases, this is not possible:

1.
The Member State where a
conviction is handed down against a third
country national shall always store the
following information, unless, in
exceptional individual cases, this is not
possible (obligatory information):

(a) information on the convicted person
(full name, date of birth, place of birth
(town and country), gender, nationality and
– if applicable – previous name(s);

(a) information on the convicted person
(full name, date of birth, place of birth
(town and country), gender, nationality and
– if applicable – previous name(s);

(b) information on the nature of the
conviction (date of conviction, name of the
court, date on which the decision became

(b) information on the nature of the
conviction (date of conviction, name of the
court, date on which the decision became
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final);

final);

(c) information on the offence giving
rise to the conviction (date of the offence
underlying the conviction and name or
legal classification of the offence as well as
reference to the applicable legal
provisions);

(c) information on the offence giving
rise to the conviction (date of the offence
underlying the conviction and name or
legal classification of the offence as well as
reference to the applicable legal
provisions);

(d) information on the contents of the
conviction (notably the sentence as well as
any supplementary penalties, security
measures and subsequent decisions
modifying the enforcement of the
sentence);

(d) information on the contents of the
conviction (notably the sentence as well as
any supplementary penalties, security
measures and subsequent decisions
modifying the enforcement of the
sentence);
1a. The Member State where a
conviction is handed down against a third
country national may store the following
information, if available (optional
information):

(e) the convicted person's parents'
names;
(f) the reference number of the
conviction;

(a) the reference number of the
conviction;

(g)

(b)

the place of the offence;

the place of the offence;

(h) if applicable, disqualifications arising
from the conviction;

(c) if applicable, disqualifications arising
from the conviction;

(i) the convicted person's identity
number, or the type and number of the
person's identification document;

(d) the convicted person's identity
number, or the type and number of the
person's identification document;

(j)

(e) fingerprints of the person only when
the national law of a Member State where
a conviction is handed down allows for
collection and storage of fingerprints of a
convicted person;

fingerprints of the person;

(k) if applicable, pseudonym and/or alias
name(s).

(f) if applicable, pseudonym and/or alias
name(s).

Justification
This amendment makes sure that the data stored at the national level regarding convicted
TCNs is categorised in the same way as for convicted EU nationals, with "obligatory
information" and "optional information" in order to avoid any unnecessary discrimination.
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Amendment 18
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 4
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 4a – paragraph 2
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

2.
The central authority shall create an
index-filter containing anonymised
information of the types referred to in
points (a), (e), (i), (j) and (k) of paragraph
1 concerning third country nationals
convicted in its Member State. The central
authority shall transmit this index-filter and
any updates to it, to all Member States.

2.
The central authority shall create an
index-filter containing pseudonymised
information of the types referred to in point
(a)of paragraph 1 and points (d), (e) and
(f) of paragraph 1a concerning third
country nationals convicted in its Member
State. The central authority shall transmit
this index-filter and any updates to it, to all
Member States.

Amendment 19
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 4
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 4 a – paragraph 3
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

3. Any alteration or deletion of the
information referred to in paragraph 1
shall immediately entail identical alteration
or deletion of the information stored in
accordance with paragraph 1 and
contained in the index-filter created in
accordance with paragraph 2 by the central
authority of the convicting Member State.

3. Any alteration or deletion of the
information referred to in paragraphs 1
and 1a shall immediately entail identical
alteration or deletion of the information
stored in accordance with paragraphs 1
and 1a and contained in the index-filter
created in accordance with paragraph 2 by
the central authority of the convicting
Member State and shall entail updating
the information contained in the indexfilter stored in all other Member States.

Amendment 20
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 4
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 4 a – paragraph 4
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Text proposed by the Commission
4.
Paragraph 2 and paragraph 3 apply
with respect to the index-filter also
regarding third country nationals who
hold the nationality of a Member State, to
the extent that the information referred to
in points (a), (e), (i), (j) and (k) of
paragraph 1 is stored by the central
authority in respect of nationals of
Member States.

Amendment
deleted

Amendment 21
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 4
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 4 a – paragraph 4 a (new)
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment
4a. Member States shall not enter
information on convictions related to
irregular entry or stay into the indexfilter.

Amendment 22
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 4
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 4 a – paragraph 4 b (new)
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment
4b. Member States shall not enter
information in the index-filter on
convictions of third country national
minors other than those relating to
serious crime, punishable by a maximum
deprivation of liberty of at least four
years.
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Amendment 23
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 5
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 4 b – paragraph 2
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

2.
This Article applies also regarding a
third country national who holds the
nationality of a Member State.

2.
This Article shall not apply
regarding a third country national who
holds the nationality of a Member State.
Any third country national also holding
the nationality of a Member State shall be
treated as a national of that Member State
in accordance with Article 4.

Justification
The proposal creates discrimination between EU citizens who have only one nationality and
EU citizens who have the nationality of a Member State and also the nationality of a third
country. EU citizens with dual nationality would be treated as TCNs even though they are
first and foremost EU citizens. This amendment eliminates the risk of discrimination by
making sure that citizens with two nationalities (one EU, one TCN) are considered as EU
citizens.
Amendment 24
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 6 – point b
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 6 – paragraph 3 – subparagraph 2 a (new)
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment
Where applicable, if a search on the
index-filters returns no hits, the third
country national asking for information
on his own criminal record shall receive a
statement certifying that the search on the
index-filters returned no hits.";
Justification

This amendment ensures that TCNs requesting a criminal records extract shall receive, if they
have committed no offences, a certificate that there was no hit on ECRIS, which proves that
they have no criminal records in the 28 MS. This can be extremely useful for TCNs for
employment purposes.
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Amendment 25
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 6 a (new)
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 7 – paragraph 2 – subparagraph 1
Present text

Amendment
(6a) in Article 7(2) the first
subparagraph is replaced by the
following:

2.
When information extracted from the
criminal record is requested under Article 6
from the central authority of the Member
State of the person’s nationality for any
purposes other than that of criminal
proceedings, that central authority shall in
respect of convictions handed down in the
Member State of the person’s nationality
and of convictions handed down in third
countries, which have been subsequently
transmitted to it and entered in its criminal
record, reply in accordance with its
national law.

"2. When information extracted from the
criminal record is requested under Article 6
from the central authority of the Member
State of the person's nationality for any
purposes other than that of criminal
proceedings, that central authority shall in
respect of convictions handed down in the
Member State of the person's nationality
and of convictions handed down in third
countries, which have been subsequently
transmitted to it and entered in its criminal
record, reply, if so provided in the national
law of the Member State of the person's
nationality or of the requesting Member
State.";

Amendment 26
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 7 a (new)
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 7 a (new)
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment
(7a) the following article is inserted:
"Article 7a
Access to ECRIS database by Europol
1.
Europol shall be entitled to access
the ECRIS database for the performance
of its tasks.
2.
Europol may submit, on a case-bycase basis, an electronic and duly
reasoned request to the central authority
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of any Member State through the Europol
National Unit for the transmission of
information from the criminal record of a
Member State using the form set out in
the annex.
3.
Europol may submit a request
referred to in paragraph 2 when this is
necessary to support and strengthen
action by the competent authorities of the
Member States and their mutual
cooperation in preventing and combating
serious crime affecting two or more
Member States, terrorism and forms of
crime which affect a common interest
covered by a Union policy.
4.
Exchange of information under this
Article shall take place through Secure
Information Exchange Network
Application.";

Amendment 27
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 7 b (new)
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 7 b (new)
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment
(7b) the following article is inserted:
"Article 7b
Access to ECRIS database by Frontex
1.
Frontex shall be entitled to access
the ECRIS database for the performance
of its tasks.
2.
Frontex may submit, on a case-bycase basis, an electronic and duly
reasoned request to the central authority
of any Member State for the transmission
of information from the criminal record
of a Member State using the form set out
in the annex.";
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Amendment 28
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 9
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 11 – paragraph 4
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

4.
If the mode of transmission referred
to in paragraph 3 is not available and for as
long as it is not available, central
authorities of Member States shall transmit
all information referred to in paragraph 3,
with the exception of the index-filter
referred to in Article 4a, by any means
capable of producing a written record
under conditions allowing the central
authority of the receiving Member State to
establish the authenticity thereof.

4.
If the mode of transmission referred
to in paragraph 3 is not available and for as
long as it is not available, central
authorities of Member States shall transmit
all information referred to in paragraph 3,
with the exception of the index-filter
referred to in Article 4a, by any secure
means capable of producing a written
record under conditions allowing the
central authority of the receiving Member
State to establish the authenticity thereof,
shall inform the Commission of this and
shall make all attempts to rectify the
situation as soon as possible.

Amendment 29
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 10
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 11 a – paragraph 1 – subparagraph 2
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

ECRIS shall ensure the confidentiality and
integrity of criminal record information
transmitted to other Member States.

ECRIS shall ensure the confidentiality,
protection, privacy and integrity of
criminal record information transmitted to
other Member States.

Amendment 30
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 10
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 11 a – paragraph 2
Text proposed by the Commission
2.

All criminal records data shall be

Amendment
2.

All criminal records data shall be
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stored solely in databases operated by the
Member States.

stored solely in databases operated by the
Member States within the territory of the
Union.

Amendment 31
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 10
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 11 a – paragraph 4
Text proposed by the Commission
4.
The software and databases storing,
sending and receiving information
extracted from criminal records shall
operate under the responsibility of the
Member State concerned.

Amendment
4.
The software and databases storing,
sending and receiving information
extracted from criminal records shall
operate under the responsibility of the
Member State and the competent
authorities concerned.

Amendment 32
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 10
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 11 a – paragraph 6
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

''6. The Commission shall provide the
software referred to in paragraph 1, general
support and technical assistance, including
the collection and drawing up of statistics.''

''6. The Commission shall provide the
appropriate and most effective software
referred to in paragraph 1, general support
and technical assistance, including the
collection and drawing up of statistics.''

Amendment 33
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 11
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 11 b – paragraph 1 – point c
Text proposed by the Commission
(c) any other means of organising and
facilitating exchanges of information on

Amendment
(c) any other technical means of
organising and facilitating exchanges of
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convictions between central authorities of
Member States, including:

information on convictions between central
authorities of Member States, including:

Amendment 34
Proposal for a directive
Article 1 – point 13
Council Framework Decision 2009/315/JHA
Article 13 a
Text proposed by the Commission

Amendment

"Article 13a

"Article 13a

Reporting by the Commission and review

Reporting by the Commission and review

1.
By [24 months after
implementation], the Commission shall
submit a report on the application of this
Framework Decision to the European
Parliament and the Council. The report
shall assess the extent to which the
Member States have taken the necessary
measures to comply with this Framework
Decision, including the technical
implementation.

1.
By [18 months after
implementation], the Commission shall
submit a report on the application of this
Framework Decision to the European
Parliament and the Council. The report
shall assess the extent to which the
Member States have taken the necessary
measures to comply with this Framework
Decision, including the technical
implementation.

2.
The report shall be accompanied,
where appropriate, by relevant legislative
proposals.

2.
The report shall be accompanied,
where appropriate, by relevant legislative
proposals.

3.
The Commission services shall
regularly publish a report concerning the
exchange, through ECRIS, of information
extracted from the criminal record based in
particular on the statistics referred to in
Article 11a(6). This report shall be
published for the first time one year after
the report referred to in paragraph 1 is
submitted.

3.
The Commission services shall
regularly publish a report concerning the
exchange, through ECRIS, of information
extracted from the criminal record based in
particular on the statistics referred to in
Article 11a(6). This report shall be
published for the first time one year after
the report referred to in paragraph 1 is
submitted.
3a. The Commission report referred to
in paragraph 3 shall cover in particular
the level of exchange between Member
States, including that of third country
nationals; the purpose of requests and
their respective number, including
requests for purposes other than criminal
proceedings such as background checks
and requests for information of the
concerned person on his own criminal
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record; and issues relating to protection
of personal data and an assessment of the
impact of this Framework Decision on
fundamental rights.
3b. The report referred to in paragraph
3, second sentence, shall also examine the
feasibility of creating a centralised
European Criminal Records Information
System (ECRIS) for third country
nationals.
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